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�� 9LHZV�IURP�2XU�3DUWQHUV���
� ([SORULQJ�&RRSHUDWLYH��
� )XWXUHV
 Paul Freundlich
 In these chaotic and dangerous times, we need  
 to tap the mutual benefit that binds us together.

�� $WWHQGLQJ�WR�ŏ(VVHQWLDOVŐ���
� /LIH�DW�6XGHUE\Q�(FRYLOODJH
 Abdul Otman
 Contributing within the ecovillage’s core  
 areas of activity anchors us to our physical  
 needs and connects us to each other. Every  
 activity is a sharing and teaching opportunity.

��� 7KH�*UHHQLQJ�RI��
� +HDUWZRRG�&RKRXVLQJ
 Richard Grossman
 Over the past two decades at Heartwood,  
 working gradually with people who are  
 interested in becoming more ecological has  
 been more successful than a rapid,  
 radical approach.

��� 3RHPV��)LUVW�%ORRPLQJ���
� %DUWHULQJ�IRU�2[\JHQ���
� 7RZDUG�1LJKWIDOO
 Stephen Wing
 The honeybees / drifting to and fro, /  
 stitching it all / together.

��� :H�$UH�5LVLQJ�6WURQJ���
� ���<HDUV�RI�([SORULQJ��
� 5HVLOLHQW�/LYLQJ
 Liz Walker
 Through wide-ranging projects,  
 ecovillagers keep in mind the Pachamama  
 Alliance’s question: How can we create  
 an environmentally sustainable, spiritually  
 fulfilling, socially just human presence  
 on this planet?

��� $OLHQDWHG�IURP�WKH�(FRYLOODJH
 Anonymous
 A family committed to ecological living  
 concludes that status-quo and fear-of- 
 difference, based in larger US cultural norms,  
 lie at the foundation of many “alternative”  
 communities—even “eco” ones.

��� .XG]X�DQG�&RQVHQVXV
 Michael Traugot
 A kudzu infestation brought out a wide range  

 of proposed solutions, from immediate  
 chemical warfare to patient manual extraction,  
 and led to what may have been The Farm’s  
 most successful meeting ever.

��� &LUFXODU�)HUWLOLW\�&\FOHV�LQ��
� DQ�,QWHJUDWHG�&RPPXQLW\��
� 3HUPDFXOWXUH�)DUP
 Kara Huntermoon
 At Heart-Culture, the sheep eat the willows,  
 the willows eat the sheep manure, humans  
 use the products of both, and ecological  
 benefits accrue.

��� 9HJDQLF�6RLO�)HUWLOLW\�ZLWK��
� /RFDO�0DWHULDOV
 Lyn Peabody
 Whatever your living situation, whether in a  
 large community or small household, you  
 can adapt these methods to grow food with a  
 lighter footprint on the planet.

��� +XPDQXUH�&RPSRVWLQJ���
� �<HV��LQ�WKH�FLW\��
 Rachel Freifelder
 Adopting a humanure composting system  
 saves water, power, space, and money; protects  
 rivers from pollution; and reclaims valuable  
 nutrients for agriculture. Here’s how to do it  
 easily and safely on a home or community scale.
 • TP Alternatives  
 (that work with the flush toilet too!)

��� &UHDWLQJ�D�7ZHQW\�)LUVW��
� &HQWXU\�/DQGVFDSH
 Carl N. McDaniel
 Managed with care, a landscape can reduce  
 flooding, sequester carbon, provide food  
 and energy, enhance biodiversity, allow for  
 recreation, entertainment, and education,  
 promote health, and be beautiful too.

��� 6LPSOH�/LYLQJ�&ORVH��
� WR�1DWXUH
 Kim Scheidt
 Our lives are rustic but also rich beyond  
 compare: we have freedom over our own  
 time, clean air to breathe, delicious water,  
 food security, and the peacefulness that  
 comes with daily immersion in nature.

��� 'RHV�,QGLYLGXDO��
� $FWLRQ�0DWWHU"
 Rachel Freifelder
 Being hassled by self-righteous community  
 mates rarely motivates us; gracious individual  
 action is more likely to inspire. And  
 individual action matters more when many  
 individuals do the same thing.
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Students from our EcoVillage Ithaca’s  
Eco-Gap program work with Ithaca College 
students in West Haven Farm’s greenhouse, 
Fall 2018. Photo by Liz Walker.

��� 6SLULWXDO�,QWHOOLJHQFH���
� (PERGLHG�(QHUJ\�DQG�WKH�(QG��
� RI�&RQVXPHU�:DVWH�&XOWXUH
 Cara Judea Alhadeff, PhD
 A devotion to repurposing objects, to constructing co- 
 beneficial, regenerative infrastructural support systems,  
 is an antidote to industrialized convenience culture.

��� :LVH�:RUGLQJ
 Looby Macnamara
 Power-over violence and nature/human separation are  
 deeply embedded in many languages. Using words  
 carefully and consciously can encourage and reinforce  
 the paradigms that we do wish to inhabit.
 • Reframing Phrases

��� )RXQGDWLRQDO�/DQJXDJH�IRU��
� (FRORJLFDO�&XOWXUH
 Jen Bayer and Hilary Hug
 When practitioners and proponents find common  
 ground in the science of ecology, we can protect  
 ecological culture from ever-increasing efforts to  
 dilute, corrupt, and co-opt it.

��� 7KH�&KDOOHQJLQJ�'\QDPLFV�RI��
� &RPPXQLW\�%XVLQHVVHV
 Laird Schaub
 Doing better with cooperative economics in often  
 business-averse groups may require some personal  
 reconditioning and a fair number of group conversations,  
 but true sustainable living depends on it.
 • Defining Sustainability    • The “Non”trepreneurs

��� $�6KRUW�+LVWRU\�RI�&RRSHUDWLYHV
 Andrew Moore
 What models should we adopt going forward that  
 might save us from extinction and give nature and all  
 sentient beings a chance to thrive again? Cooperatives  
 may offer clues.

��� +RZ�WKH�0LOLWDU\�3UHSDUHG�0H��
� WR�/LYH�LQ�&RPPXQLW\
 Dave Booda
 Many of the things I loved about being in the military  
 are the same things I love now about living in community,  
 and lessons learned transfer from one to the other.

��� 6SDFHVKLS�(DUWK��)LQGLQJ��
� ,QWHUFRQQHFWHGQHVV�ZLWKLQ�DQG��
� ZLWKRXW�%LRVSKHUH��
 James Collector
 The Biosphere 2 experiment did not fail; it proved the  
 point that humanity relies on planetary-scale support  
 systems which cannot be engineered in a God-like fashion.

��� $QDWRP\�RI�D�&RPPXQH��5HYLHZ�
 Bill Metcalf
 If Laurieston Hall formed as “a struggle between radical  
 commune versus the bourgeois nuclear family”—then  
 the bourgeois nuclear family has clearly won.

��� 5($&+

ON THE COVER

��� $�6ROXWLRQ�WR�+RPHOHVVQHVV�LQ��
� <RXU�7RZQ��5HYLHZ�
 Kate Nichols
 Helping the homeless form communities where they  
 feel safe and emotionally supported is even more  
 helpful to their recovery than simply housing them.  
 Charles Durrett’s book shows a path forward.

',*,7$/�21/<�3$*(6�6833/(0(17�
�DYDLODEOH�VHSDUDWHO\�DW�gen-us.net/191.1�
�����$�3ODFH�WR�&DOO�+RPH
        Alexis Zeigler
The marriage of cooperative use and renewable energy is the only thing 
that stands between us and a complete ecological holocaust.

����0DU[LVW�(FRORJ\
        Yana Ludwig
A Marxist ecologist would see both the potential and the deep internal 
contradictions of our community.

����6KDULQJ�5HVRXUFHV�:HOO
        Yana Ludwig and Karen Gimnig
The social skills needed for and built by sharing can lead to significantly 
reduced consumption of both energy and stuff.

����([SORULQJ�&RRSHUDWLYH�)XWXUHV���
�������3DUW�7ZR��:RUN�,V�0RUH�7KDQ�D�-RE
        Paul Freundlich
For whole classes of people, the concept of meaningful work is an 
oxymoron. Yet, to the extent community exists, there is a virtually 
unlimited amount of meaningful work to be done.

����5HVWRULQJ�(FRV\VWHPV�DQG��
�������+XPDQ�&RPPXQLWLHV
        Susan Jennings
Agraria’s work recognizes that the health of the planet depends on our collec-
tive ability to choose a path toward restoration, regeneration, and resilience.

����1DWLYH�:LOGOLIH�YV��&DWV�DQG�'RJV
        Briony Ryan
A growing number of ecovillages are choosing to protect native life 
forms by keeping their communities cat- and dog-free.

����&DQLQH�&RPPXQLW\�DQG�WKH�'RJ��
�������WKDW�2WKHU�'RJV�+DWH
         Sheryl Grassie
Just as humans do, dogs need to feel part of a community.

����7KH�)DUP��7KH�)LUVW����<HDUV
        Michael Traugot, Mary Ellen Bowen,  
        Peter Schweitzer, David Frohman, et al.
Long-time Farm veterans reflect on the lifelong and wide-ranging 
impacts of the community-building skills they learned on The Farm in 
its early years.

http://gen-us.net/191.1
Robin
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Words matter. From early life we learn to tie words to what we think, feel, 
and perceive. With this process we lay a foundation for, and build a fence 
around, much else that we are and do.

In George Orwell’s dystopian novel Nineteen Eighty-Four, totalitarians contrived 
Newspeak to prevent their subjects from thinking and articulating subversive ideas. To-
day those who reap narrow personal gain from business-as-usual manipulate language to 
perpetuate the status quo. When they appropriate “green” and “sustainable” to promote 
“green consumerism” and “sustainable luxury,” they drain away capacity for progressive 
thought and action.

For four decades nearly 200 people—one to two dozen at a time—have lived together 
as Magic, a residential service learning community founded to research and teach human 
ecology. We’ve hailed from dozens of US states and from 40 countries on five continents. 
We’ve been newborn to 80-something; millionaire to indigent; a panoply of sexual identi-
ties, races, and religions; and trained in everything from accounting to zoology.

We’ve taught ecological culture in schools, universities, and community settings in 
the United States and abroad. We’ve made it a foundation for public services ranging 
from hatha yoga instruction to mediation, neighborhood organizing to tree planting, 
advocating science-based resource policy to publishing The Art and Practice of Loving.

As we’ve made common cause with each other, and with tens of thousands of people 
from backgrounds even more varied than our own, we’ve become ever more aware that 
ecological culture is a product of diverse perspectives, skills, and aspirations. We’re en-
thusiastic about making it a big tent where all of humankind can find a home, a realiza-
tion of e pluribus unum: from many, one.

To that end we ground firmly in ecology what we mean and understand by ecological 
culture. We’ve discovered that when practitioners and proponents find common ground 
at this foundational level, we enjoy strength of unity as we protect ecological culture 
from ever-increasing efforts to dilute, corrupt, and co-opt it.

In 1866, just seven years after Charles Darwin published The Origin of Species, in 
which he outlined biological evolution by natural selection, German naturalist Ernst 
Haeckel coined the word oekologie to denote “scientific study of interactions between life 
and environment.” Haeckel made clear that for any of us, environment includes other 
people, other life, abiotic nature, and everything we shape from nature. Haeckel’s ecol-

Foundational Language  
for Ecological Culture

By Jen Bayer and Hilary Hug

ogy and Darwin’s evolution are bedrock 
for ecological culture.

To show this we at Magic construct a 
very simple framework for human ecology 
with two words and a double-headed ar-
row signifying interaction. We add a key, 
a lock, and an open lock with the key in-
serted to capture the essence of Darwinian 
evolutionary success: organisms maintain-
ing a match with the environment to sur-
vive and reproduce. (See Figure 1.)

As with any other species, so with ours: 
population size and information, and en-
vironmental resources and hazards are key 
factors in adaptation. Of these four fac-
tors, information is pre-eminent. We rely 
on it to reproduce, to tap resource, and to 
avoid hazard. (See Figure 1.)

Humans carry both genetic and experi-
ential information. While we require gen-
erations to adapt genetically, we can adapt 
more quickly by learning from experience. 
Moreover, when we learn from each other, 
we can leverage individual experience to 
potentially even further enhance adaptivity.

In The Evolution of Culture in Animals, 
evolutionary biologist John Tyler Bonner 
characterizes learning from each other im-
plicitly and explicitly, deliberately and ac-
cidentally as culture. With this definition 
he brings culture nearer shared meanings, 
“nurture” or “assist in growing,” common 

Jen (third from right) and twin  
sister Hilary (far right) celebrate their 
21st birthday mid-COVID-19 with a 
Magicians-only dinner at the beach.

Magicians with surplus food  
they gathered at a farmers’  
market for local social  
service agency partners.
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to “cultivate,” “agriculture,” and other 
words with the same root.

Bonner shines light on the overarching 
importance of culture to human adapta-
tion. Contemporary changes to social 
and physical environments are without 
precedent in scale and speed. To sustain 
favorable interactions we alter informa-
tion commensurately. Culture is essential 
to meet this challenge.

However, culture is a two-edged sword. 
Just as we may learn from others’ mistakes, 
so may we learn their mistakes. Rapid 
cultural propagation of misinformation 
can impose a crushing burden. A person 
passing a defective gene degrades informa-
tion of her or his descendants. Someone 
transmitting maladaptive culture can—as 
compellingly illustrated with (anti)social 
media—almost instantaneously poison 
the information of millions.

Humans realize the positive potential of 
culture and limit its hazards only to the 
extent that we use ecology to draw and 
share a map—our story—that is faithful 
to the territory—reality—so that we can 
more fully and accurately predict conse-
quences of choosing one or another path. 
(See Figure 2.)

Haeckel included the word “scientific” 
in his definition of ecology. Revolutionary 
physicist Albert Einstein once remarked, 
“The whole of science is nothing more 
than a refinement of everyday thinking.” 
A large part of what he meant by “every-
day thinking” is two questions, “What do 
I want?” and “How can I get it?” and our 
responses to them, from which we gener-
ate myriad daily behaviors.

Because fulfilling want or taking action 
to fulfill it necessarily involves the future, 
however near or distant, ideas about what 
we want and how to get it are predictions. 
Over our lifetimes we learn rules for pre-
dicting more accurately. Those rules are 
the essence of science, both its methods 
and everything we’ve learned with them.

Physicist and philosopher Thomas Kuhn 
introduced the phrase “paradigm shift” to 
denote how, in the face of new findings, we 
replace familiar models of reality—frame-
works for our stories. Over the century 
and a half since Haeckel invented “oikolo-
gie,” people have been demonstrating how 
ecology can be a new paradigm to redress 
increasingly evident fundamental flaws in 

widespread economic, political, religious, and philosophical stories.
We who’ve founded and sustained intentional communities have in many cases done 

so to create with our lives new stories of family, livelihood, society, and humanity’s place 
in nature. In doing so we’ve evolved diverse aspects of culture: food, shelter, furnishings, 
dress, grooming, governance, religion, education, language, art, music, recreation, trans-
portation, communication, and more. Consciously or subconsciously many of us have 
been relying upon, generating, and communicating by example ecological culture as we 
describe it here: learning from each other grounded in scientific study of interactions 
between life and environment.

While the perils of our era are many, and humans will almost certainly continue to 
destroy what we value, much remains to be protected so that we and those who follow 
may enjoy greater opportunity to live and die well. By embracing, developing, and dis-
seminating culture rooted firmly in the science of ecology, we contribute to this end. n

Jen Bayer  has grown up at Magic, and loves being outdoors enjoying and caring for nature. 
She and her twin sister Hilary initiated Silicon Valley Barcode of Life (svbol.org) in 2018 
because they consider biodiversity essential to human well-being and they perceive current and 
projected losses an existential threat. Jen’s other interests include music, visual art, writing, 
and speaking publicly to advocate science-based policy. She’s previously published two articles 
in C!""#$%&%'(, and one in Pacific Horticulture, and letters to the editor in the Palo Alto 
Weekly and Stanford magazine.

Hilary Hug is a life coach, fitness instructor, and mediator. She first came to Magic in 
1988, promptly departed for a few years of volunteer work in Indonesia, returned and has 
remained. Hilary leads workshops on life-planning and community-building, teaches yoga 
and valuescience, and oversees Magic’s residential service learning community. She’s a mother 
to twin girls born in 1999 and to a boy born in 2004, and she enjoys outdoor activities, 
especially in natural settings, music, and good times with friends. Hilary earned a B.S. in 
Human Biology from Stanford University.

Figure 1.

Figure 2.
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